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Federal Retirement Savings Accounts Can Build Wealth,
Fight Poverty, and Give American Seniors Dignity
Michael Tubbs *

Fifty-eight years ago, President Lyndon Johnson declared an
“unconditional war on poverty in America” because too many Americans
lived “on the outskirts of hope — some because of their poverty, and some
because of their color, and all too many because of both.” He diagnosed
poverty as our nation’s “failure to give our fellow citizens a fair chance to
develop their own capacities.”1
Since then, presidents have shied away from talking about, let alone
tackling, poverty with anything approaching conviction. President Reagan
even joked that “the federal government declared war on poverty, and
poverty won.”2
When we do talk about poverty today, we often talk about families like
the one in which I grew up. I was born in Stockton, California, to an
incarcerated father and a seventeen-year-old mother who worked
alongside her sister and her mother just to put food on our table. My family
is the face of poverty in America. In 2019, when the poverty rate for Black
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people reached a historic low, it was still more than twice the rate for white
people.3
But we almost never talk about poverty among seniors, which is a
forgotten and worsening crisis. Almost five million American seniors live in
poverty; that means more seniors are living in poverty today than fifty years
ago.4 America comes close to leading the wealthiest countries in the world
when it comes to senior poverty. We rank seventh, with about twice the
senior poverty rate of Canada and Germany and five times the rate of
France.5
America’s senior poverty crisis is rooted in a retirement savings
catastrophe. Millions of Americans have almost nothing saved for
retirement, 6 and for the bottom half of the country’s wealth distribution,
the median retirement savings is worth exactly zero.7 Those families don’t
have access to the financial products wealthier Americans take for granted:
they don’t have pensions, or employer-sponsored retirement accounts, or
home equity, or passive income. The heads of those households are less
likely to enjoy dignified rest in their old age.
It would be wrong to say that we haven’t done anything to reduce
poverty over the last half-century. But President Johnson’s diagnosis in
1964 rings too familiar for comfort today: poverty today is still a failure
within our power to change.
Just last year, President Biden successfully fought to expand the Child
Tax Credit, and almost overnight millions of children were lifted out of
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poverty. But because of petty politics, it expired, and those same children
are again living in poverty.8
That was a travesty, but it proved a vitally important point: we can end
poverty if we want to. Social Security has done an enormous amount to
reduce poverty among seniors, but it’s simply not enough. We need new
ideas that help build wealth as well as income.
Social Security is the most successful anti-poverty program in U.S.
history. Before its establishment in 1935, half of all seniors lived in poverty.9
Today, more than sixty-five million people collect Social Security,10 and
without it, the poverty rate among seniors would approach forty percent.11
That means without Social Security, seniors would face Great Depressionera levels of poverty in 2022.
Social Security works because it’s widely accessed, with ninety-seven
percent of adults over sixty on track to collect it.12 Second, it is fiscally
responsible because employees and employers fund it, and by law, it cannot
add to the deficit.13 Lastly, it’s progressive because it gives lower earners a
higher portion of their income in benefits, and the payments are inflationproof.14
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But despite Social Security’s success, the United States has one of the
highest senior poverty rates in the wealthy world, and average benefits as a
percentage of prior earnings are lower than in other advanced economies.15
There are a number of proposals in Congress to strengthen Social
Security. One proposal, introduced by Congressman John Larson (D-CT),
would raise taxes on the highest 0.4% of wage earners to increase benefits
for new and current beneficiaries and to set a benefit floor to protect lowincome workers from living in poverty while collecting Social Security.16
Proposals like that are important, but they are only part of the solution.
Changes in national demographics and the labor market are undermining
Social Security’s operating model.
Social Security’s success depends on people going to work every day,
funding the benefits of today’s retirees. But Americans are having fewer
children and living longer, which will result in fewer workers for more
beneficiaries, who collect benefits over a longer period of time.17
Beyond having enough workers in the long run to fund retiree benefits,
the nature of the workforce is changing. Millennials are now the largest
generation in the labor force,18 and they are more likely to participate in the
gig (or freelance) economy than other generations, second only to their
younger cohort, Generation Z.19 One analysis has found that a third of the
workforce is involved in the gig economy already,20 and another found that
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freelancers will make up the majority of the workforce by 2027.21 80% of
U.S. companies are planning to significantly increase their use of freelance
labor, and it is clear that the workforce soon will be virtually unrecognizable
compared to the workforce of the twentieth century.22
What does the rise of the gig economy have to do with retirement
security? Freelancers are less likely to have stable incomes23 and more
likely to improperly file taxes than full-time employees. Both factors could
reduce their eventual income from Social Security.24 Freelancers are also
less likely to be enrolled in private retirement plans, with one survey
showing less than 25% of gig workers were enrolled in such a plan.25
This dynamic amounts to an even deeper retirement crisis than the one
we face today.
Though our retirement savings crisis is distressing, it is not
complicated. As economist Teresa Ghilarducci has described, too few people
have too little money to save; what money they do have isn’t invested as
well as it could be.26 They don’t have the resources to last them a lifetime.
We can fix that by ensuring people begin saving for retirement when they
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start working, save consistently, and invest smartly. That way, everyone will
have fair, dignity-affirming retirement savings.27
That’s the logic behind the plan Ghilarducci, a former economic advisor
to Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-VT), developed with Kevin Hassett, Chairman of
the Council of Economic Advisers for former President Donald Trump. Their
plan would establish a federal program to provide professionally-managed
retirement accounts to workers who lack access to employer-sponsored
plans.
The Ghilarducci-Hassett plan calls for broadly replicating many of the
core features of the federal employees’ Thrift Savings Plan (TSP).28 Eligible
workers would be automatically enrolled into low-risk, simple investment
vehicles; enrollees can choose lifecycle funds, which vary the amount of
investment risk over a lifetime; and the plan’s size allows low operating
expenses and significant bargaining power to get into the best funds at the
lowest prices.29 Lower-income participants would be eligible for a federal
match, thereby providing a meaningful incentive to save for workers who
currently do not benefit from the retirement savings deduction enshrined
in the tax code. Enrollees would have the ability to withdraw contributions
during an emergency, similar to retirement plans currently available, which
is important when nearly half of Americans say they do not have enough
emergency money to cover a $400 unexpected expense.30
Though the workforce for federal TSPs “skews higher-income than the
population in general,” Ghilarducci and Hassett contend that lower-income
beneficiaries would benefit from a similar plan.31
How much would a poor family stand to earn by participating in the
plan? A median household in the bottom quartile of wealth distribution
earns $29,530 in income and possesses $1,380 in assets.32 Assuming no
additional savings and three percent nominal growth, that household would
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only have $4,500 in assets after forty years.33 But by matching just three
percent of earnings under a TSP model, the family’s assets would grow to
$84,660 after forty years.34
Allowing lower-income Americans to enroll in a version of federal TSPs
is the sort of non-ideological, bold, anti-poverty agenda that so often gets
ignored in Washington, D.C.
Sometimes, it gets ignored because the idea feels too new. But we know
that this concept works. Australia’s retirement system requires employers
to put money into an investment vehicle for nearly every employee.35
Today, Australia “has achieved nearly full pension coverage of workers
through mandatory employer contributions.”36
Other times, cost is a central concern in Washington. Mr. Hassett, a
lifelong Republican economist, is on board with the Ghilarducci-Hassett
plan partly because many prospective enrollees do not pay significant taxes
right now, and in the long run the federal government will recoup monies
when funds are withdrawn from the account and taxes are owed.37
The bottom twenty-five percent of earners in our country have a
median net worth of $310, and the median retirement savings for the
bottom half of the country is zero.38 For a working person in that
circumstance, $230,000 for retirement is an unimaginable boon.
Growing up with the people I called my “three Moms” — my mother,
aunt, and grandmother — none of us ever had the space to think about
retirement. We were too busy worrying about how to make rent or put food
on the table. What I remember most about those days is the sense of
purpose my mother instilled in me — to go to school, to work hard, and to
come home after. But I also remember the endless sense of struggle. To my
family and so many others who went to work but were still poor, a TSP-like
plan would have been so much more than a distant retirement plan. It would
have changed our outlook and made us feel like there was hope at the end
of the tunnel, even if the moment felt dark.
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Today, we don’t need flowery language from our elected leaders, or a
new declaration of war against poverty. President Biden took a bold step by
enacting a Child Tax Credit that drastically slashed child poverty. Now we
need him and others to recognize that leaving millions of seniors in poverty
is a policy choice — and so is lifting them up.
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